**Overcoming Bladder and Bowel Problems in Children** by D. Preston Smith MD, FAAP, FACS ...... $8.00

This outstanding and comprehensive parents’ book about urine and bowel problems in children includes explanations, constipation recipes, fiber calculations, and successful treatment programs. Endorsed by Pediatric Gastroenterologists and Urologists, developed by PottyMD.

**The Complete Bedwetting Book** by D. Preston Smith MD, FAAP, FACS ...... $7.00

This complete guide to bedwetting includes information about causes and treatments, and provides insight into how daytime bladder and bowel issues can contribute to nighttime wetting - a new concept. Outlines all of the options and allows you to pursue a treatment that fits your child’s situation.

**The Potty Trainer** by D. Preston Smith MD, FAAP, FACS ...... $7.00

This potty training book is the ultimate guide for any parent attempting to potty train a child. Provides instruction, guidance, and advice on how to keep your child trained so you can avoid accidents and problems with constipation and bedwetting in the future.

**Monkey Learns to Potty** by Dana C. Smith ...... $5.00

This children’s board book tells the story of Potty Monkey getting new underwear and a potty chair. The Potty Monkey trains by monkey-see-monkey-do. This is a great book your child will love.

---

**Potty Training Pal** ...... $29.99

Designed by PottyMD. This is the ultimate toy for any child learning to potty train or dealing with various potty issues. Potty Monkey has a timer, asks to use the potty, makes positive statements, and sings songs when he is placed on his potty. The child teaches the monkey to potty while the monkey helps potty train the child. Includes plush monkey, flushing toilet, *Monkey Learns to Potty* board book, and *The Potty Trainer* parents’ book.

**Stain and Odor Urine Erase** ...... $13.00

Despite your best efforts accidents happen. This product offers a safe way to eliminate stains and odors from carpets and fabrics.

---

**Wholesale Pricing Available by Request**

We have a fully trained staff ready to serve your needs and questions. You may reach us toll free at 1.877.PottyMD (768.8963). Monday-Friday, 9am-5pm EST, or contact us at PottyMD.com or WetStop.com.

---

*Prices subject to change without notice
*Return policy available at PottyMD.com
*Shipping costs vary
PottyMD believes there are several approaches to correcting bedwetting and no one treatment is best for every child.

**Wet-Stop®**

**Bedwetting Alarm System ….. $50.00**

*New colors!*

Over 400,000 Wet-Stop alarms have been sold. This alarm comes with a sensor to clip on the underwear. The sensor connects to the alarm which is attached to the shoulder of the pajamas or t-shirt. The alarm sounds and/or vibrates when the first bit of moisture is detected by the sensor. Green, pink, or blue. Uses 2 AAA batteries (Energizer or Duracell).

**Wet-Stop 3 Sensor Cord ….. $15.00**

This is the replacement cord for the Wet-Stop3 bedwetting alarm system. May be needed for a second child, accidental breakage, or loss. Green, pink, or blue.

**Wet-Detective™**

**Wetness Alert System (Alarm with 2 Sensor Pads) ….. $95.00**

**Bedwetting and Incontinence Bed Pad Alarm**

Designed by PottyMD. The Wet-Detective Wetness Alert System is a bedwetting and incontinence bed pad alarm effective for the correction of bedwetting and for the care of those with incontinence. The alarm system consists of an alarm, cable, and two washable sensor pads. Additional alarms and sensor pads are available for purchase. Uses 2 AA batteries (Energizer or Duracell). Excellent for all ages.

**Wet-Stop**

**Waterproof Bedding**

Waterproof bedding is helpful for when accidents do occur, and is a must for individuals with bedwetting, incontinence, and spills. Parents and children are less frustrated when the accidents do not require entire bed changes and are not made to be a “big deal.” PottyMD manufactures only the highest quality affordable bedding that is both durable and machine washable. 50% cotton, 50% polyester. Pads rest on top of mattress. Mattress covers have 12” skirts (skirts are not waterproof).

**Waterproof Mattress Pads**

* Underpad (34”x36”) … $12.00
* Underpad with Wings (34”x72” with 18” wings) … $14.00
* Value Size Underpad (23”x36”) … $9.00

**Waterproof Mattress Covers**

* Twin Mattress Cover … $28.00
* Full Mattress Cover … $35.00
* Queen Mattress Cover … $37.00
* King Mattress Cover … $39.00

**Wet-Stop “Let’s Get Started” Bedwetting Kit ….. $57.00**

Our best-selling Wet-Stop3 Bedwetting Alarm System with a Value Size Waterproof Mattress Pad. All for one low price. Available in Green, Pink, or Blue.

**WobL™**

**Vibrating Watch**

*World’s smallest vibrating watch
*Great watch for kids and young adults
*Ideal for medical purposes, friendly reminders, timed medication, diabetics, the deaf, hearing, and visually impaired

**Features:**

*Alarm and/or vibration
*Countdown repeat timer w/ automatic restart
*8 alarms
*Water resistance
*Button lock-out feature
*Longer battery life

Blue, Purple, Pink, or Black ….. $36.00

**MobL™**

**Smart Watch**

*World’s smallest smart watch
*Excellent for timed reminders
*Very water resistant (10 ATM)
*Easy to set alarms via smartphone app
*Android and iOS compatible